Choosing a memorial for you and your family is an important, personal decision. The following points should be considered as you begin:

1. Memorial Size: Flat, grass level markers are available in an array of sizes depending on your preference and the design chosen. Cemeteries have different rules and regulations regarding sizes of memorial markers allowed in a certain location; therefore, the first step of designing a memorial is knowing the sizes allowed in your location.

2. Design: We offer personalized and traditional designs tailored to interests and hobbies, religious affiliations, classic designs and special themes of the Northwest. Our skilled memorial artists can also help you customize a design for a truly unique memorial. Choose a design that reflects the personality of the individual it commemorates.

3. Granite Color: There are many different granite colors to choose from. Certain designs work better on some colors, and we will work with you to create a monument that combines the beauty of the stone with your personal design.

4. Add personal elements: Add an inscription, emblem, signature or picture that represents the uniqueness of your loved one. Custom artwork or carving can convey your one of a kind message.

As you are purchasing a monument that will endure for generations, it’s important to know that Premier Memorial is a family run business that will be with you in the years to come. We are the oldest monument manufacturer in the Northwest, with continuous operations since 1896. Trusted by generations, Premier Memorial creates memorials that allow families to “Always Remember” their loved ones.
Enhance your marker with one of our floral vases. Whether set in the marker or placed in a separate granite vaseblock, a vase provides a finished way to place flowers at your loved ones' memorial. Available in several metals and styles to complement your granite choice.